Toppan’s Sustainability Initiatives
TOPPAN VISION 21

TOPPAN VISION 21 consists of a “Corporate Structure” and a
Corporate
Structure
Corporate
Philosophy
Corporate Creed
Conduct Guidelines

set of “Business Fields.” The Corporate Structure, which consists
of the Toppan Corporate Philosophy, Corporate Creed, and
Conduct Guidelines, sets forth the basic concepts and ideals for
the Toppan Group. The Business Fields, meanwhile, indicate the
direction of business for the sustainable growth of the Group in
harmony with society and the global environment.
https://www.toppan.com/en/about-us/philosophy/

Business Fields

■ Corporate Structure
Corporate Philosophy

Corporate Creed

As the top-level concept underpinning all of Toppan’s corporate

From five different points of view, the Corporate Creed

activities, the Corporate Philosophy states the most important

expresses the standards that every person in the Toppan Group

values and concepts for the Group.

keeps foremost in mind when performing business operations.

Each of us shall

To build our customers’ trust though sincerity,

reciprocate our customers’ continued trust,

enthusiasm, and creativity in all our corporate

create dedicated products by

endeavors.

harnessing our vibrant knowledge and technology,
and contribute to a fulfilling lifestyle as

To strive for total innovation from a global perspective

a mainstay of information and culture.

by conducting marketing and technological
development rich in originality.
To conduct fair and open business operations while
acknowledging our social responsibilities and aspiring
for harmony with our global environment.
To create a positive working environment by
maximizing our individual talents and strengths as a
team.
To enhance our corporate standing and promote the
continual development of the Toppan Group through
the exploration of new possibilities.
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Conduct Guidelines

■ Business Fields

Built on the Corporate Philosophy and Corporate Creed, the

The Business Fields are made up of two categories: Markets

Conduct Guidelines set out the basic concepts and behavioral

& Customers and Technology & Expertise. The former focuses

norms for Toppan personnel to follow in accordance with

on four key fields for growth; the latter classifies Toppan

corporate ethics and the principles of legal compliance. The

technologies and expertise into five segments. The Toppan

guidelines consist of 10 basic principles (Chapter 1) and 61

Group develops new products, services, and solutions in the

paragraphs (Chapter 2).

four fields for growth using its resources in the five segments.

Chapter 1: Basic Principles

1. Respecting human rights
2. Having high ethical standards and acting as a
responsible member of society
3. Complying with laws and company rules and
conducting fair business operations
4. Proactively undertaking preservation of the global
environment to achieve a sustainable society
5. Striving to improve quality and providing dedicated
products that contribute to customer satisfaction
6. Respecting personnel diversity and striving to create
a rewarding work environment that is physically and
mentally healthy
7. Embracing change and taking on new challenges
8. Recognizing the importance of and properly
managing business-related information and
information process system
9. Providing organizational risk management and
control thoroughly against threats that have a serious
impact on our corporate activities
10.Striving to improve corporate value through social
contribution activities and proper information
disclosure/communication
https://www.toppan.com/en/about-us/philosophy/conduct-guidelines.html
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Toppan’s Approach to Sustainability

TOPPAN VISION 21
A sustainable society
A corporation that creates social value

Corporate
Structure
Corporate
Philosophy
Corporate Creed

Principles guiding sustainability activities
United Nations Global Compact

Conduct Guidelines

Business
partners

Employees

Guidance on sustainability activities
National and
local
governments

Markets & Customers

Technology & Expertise

Four growth fields

Five segments

ISO 26000 standards

Shareholders
and investors

Communities

Customers

Goals for sustainability activities

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

The Toppan Group undertakes sustainability activities in

Japan joined with 192 other countries to adopt the SDGs

accordance with the principles of the United Nations Global

at the UN Summit held in September 2015. The SDGs

Compact and the guidelines of the ISO 26000 Guidance

encompass 17 goals and 169 targets focused on social

on Social Responsibility, a globally recognized standard for

agendas the international community has committed to

organizations. The United Nations Sustainable Development

achieve by 2030. Private-sector businesses around the world

Goals (SDGs) have also been incorporated into the Group’s

are expected to join policy initiatives to address the issues

sustainability activity targets.

under the SDGs. The various SDG agendas are the same
issues Toppan should address as a corporation that strives to
realize a sustainable society through TOPPAN VISION 21 .

Since its foundation in 1900, Toppan has supported various
client companies in their efforts to overcome the challenges
they face in business. The solutions Toppan offers to meet

Toppan also formulated its TOPPAN SDGs STATEMENT

the ever-changing needs of markets and clients are based on

in November 2019 to declare the Group’s commitment to

wide-ranging specialist knowledge and expertise that have

initiatives for achieving the SDGs and actions for integrating

been derived from printing for more than a century. Year by

those initiatives with management. The Group launched

year, Toppan continues to widen the business fields of the

TOPPAN Business Action for SDGs in November 2020 as a

Group by applying its printing technologies on various fronts

step to intensify its SDG-focused activities.

in society. As a corporation focused on the creation of social
value, Toppan formulated TOPPAN VISION 21 in 2000 to

Toppan will continue to take part in the global community’s

clarify the philosophical basis for its Corporate Structure

SDG efforts by creating new value in initiatives to address

and define the prioritized Business Fields for the sustainable

social agendas through the Group’s business enterprises.

growth of the Group.

Toppan will stay engaged in initiatives towards the
realization of a sustainable society.
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Promotion Structure for Sustainability Initiatives

Board of Directors
Reporting and supervising
Management Committee
Reporting and supervising
Sustainability Promotion Committee
Reporting and supervising
SDGs Promotion
Working Group
Formulates and advances business
plans focused on the achievement of
the SDGs

Coordinating

ESG Information Disclosure
Working Group
Formulates and advances plans for
appropriate disclosure of Toppan’s ESG
information

Coordinating

Risk Management
Working Group
Identifies significant risks for Toppan
and formulates and advances plans for
countermeasures

Members of the committees and working groups are selected from the personnel of such head office divisions as Public Relations, Corporate Planning,
Personnel & Labor Relations, Legal Affairs & Intellectual Property, Finance & Accounting, Manufacturing Management, Business Development, Information
Security, and Global Governance, as well as the respective business divisions.

Every Toppan Group employee

Toppan has established a Sustainability Promotion

activities, the committee encourages the WGs to guide the

Committee chaired by the President & Representative

respective departments across the Company in the planning

Director to drive the Group’s sustainability activities.

and implementation of concrete measures.
Toppan also coordinates and shares information with

Working groups (WGs) are set under the committee
to check the progress of sustainability activities and set

Group companies to advance Groupwide sustainability

out Toppan’s approach for promoting future activities. The

initiatives. For intensified sustainability management,

committee deliberates the conclusions of the WGs and

Toppan holds training sessions on sustainability for new

reports and makes relevant recommendations to the Board

employees every year and organizes annual Groupwide basic

of Directors through the Management Committee. Based on

education programs for the employees of Toppan and the

the decisions of the Board of Directors on the directions of

other main companies in the Group.
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■ Convening the Sustainability Promotion Committee
Fiscal 2020
Toppan regularly convenes a committee to deliberate and

③ For risk management, the committee clarified significant

determine important sustainability policies and measures and

risks for fiscal 2021 by ensuring consistency of the

share information on the progress and results of sustainability

descriptions of risks in various documents and sorting

activities across the Group. Decisions at the committee lead to

relevant risk information.

further enhancements in the effectiveness of activities and the
introduction of new measures. The committee met three times

In activities throughout fiscal 2020, the committee reinforced

in fiscal 2020, in June and September 2020 and February 2021.

Toppan’s sustainability promotion structure and systems while

The committee members discussed sustainability activities

deepening the understanding of sustainability initiatives

underway and generated outcomes to upgrade the initiatives.

among all of its members, from upper management to general
personnel. These activities formed a strong basis for promotion

① For achieving the SDGs, the committee specified the

initiatives to come.

Group’s SDG-focused business activities by formulating
TOPPAN Business Action for SDGs, an overarching plan

Challenges Ahead

that identifies nine areas of focus and business activities to
be taken to address issues pertinent to Business Materiality.

Toppan regards the following as key approaches to forming new

The committee also established the TOPPAN SDGs Unit,

sustainability initiatives that address both Business Materiality

a new organization that promotes sustainability initiatives

and Companywide Materiality issues.

throughout the business divisions.
① Using outside viewpoints to further enhance the decision② For ESG information disclosure, the committee carried out

making power of the committee

in-depth discussions on the opportunities presented by
climate change and countermeasures against climate change

② Intensifying Groupwide sustainability initiatives

risk. From fiscal 2019, the committee has been conducting
scenario analyses recommended by the Task Force on

③ Enriching ESG information disclosure and gaining higher

Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) with a view to

evaluations from third parties

identifying significant risks and opportunities and evaluating
the financial impacts of climate change across the Group.

Toppan will continue holding committee meetings to disclose

The committee also held meetings to analyze evaluation

ESG information and transform operations through ongoing

scores based on the ESG ratings that external agencies

plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycles. These activities are vital to

had assigned to Toppan’s ESG information disclosures

Toppan’s growth into a “truly sustainable corporation.”

and to share the current picture on disclosure and future
challenges.
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Material Issues of Focus in Toppan’s Sustainability Initiatives

■ Selecting the Material Issues

■ Materiality Selection Criteria

Toppan has selected a set of material issues on which to

In selecting the material issues, Toppan prioritized the

focus in its sustainability activities, in order to accelerate the

principles of the Corporate Philosophy, Corporate Creed, and

development of initiatives to address social issues throughout

Conduct Guidelines presented in TOPPAN VISION 21 , the

the business enterprises of the Group. Toppan classifies the

master plan plotting out the basic direction for the corporate

selected issues into two categories: Business Materiality, issues

activities of the Group. Along with the “markets & customers”

of focus in the Group’s business activities, and Companywide

and “technology & expertise” approaches encompassed within

Materiality, issues for Toppan to address in Groupwide

the Business Fields, Toppan has also embraced the concepts

operations as a good corporate citizen.

underlying the SDGs, a set of long-term global development
agendas. The selected material issues are pathways for
achieving the SDGs through the use of Toppan technologies

■ Selection Process

and expertise geared to the creation of new value for society.

Toppan selected the material issues based on the criteria
described on the right by comprehensively assessing corporate
activities through discussions with relevant departments
across the Company. The appropriateness of the selections
was checked through dialogue with stakeholders and external
experts. Senior management reviewed the selections and
finalized them with authorization from the Board of Directors.

Process for Selecting the Material Issues

Identification
of issues that
threaten the
sustainability of
global society

Generation of
business ideas
that address
the social issues
that have been
identified and
enable Toppan
to make a
distinctive
contribution

Judgment of
importance in
line with two
axes—degree of
use of Toppan
resources
and degree of
contribution to
society

Selection of
material issues,
centered on
fields associated
with important
business ideas

Checking
appropriateness
through dialogue
with external
experts, making
certain revisions

Authorized
by Board of
Directors after
discussion
among senior
management

■ Materiality at Toppan
Theme

Relationship with the SDGs

Environment (sustainable global
environment)
Business Materiality
(Issues of focus in the Group’s
business activities)


Communities
(creation of safe, secure,
enriched communities)
People (empowerment and fulfillment of body
and mind)

Companywide Materiality
(Issues to address in
Groupwide activities as a good
corporate citizen)

Environmentally friendly & sustainable
production

Employee health & job satisfaction
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■ Business Materiality and Companywide Materiality
Toppan has classified the material issues into the two categories

Business Materiality

shown below to promote “fulfilling, sustainable living,” an ideal
the Group is committed to realizing through its sustainability
initiatives.

Creation of safe,

secure, enriched
communities

Business Materiality

Sustainable

global
environment

Fulﬁlling,
sustainable
living

●

Environment (sustainable global environment)

●

 ommunities (creation of safe, secure, enriched
C
communities)

●

People (empowerment and fulfillment of body and mind)

Empowerment and
fulﬁllment of body
and mind

The three Business Materiality themes are guideposts for
Toppan to follow through the Group’s efforts to realize fulfilling,
sustainable living. Efforts focused on every theme link to the
other themes to reinforce the sustainability activities.
Companywide Materiality
Environmentally
friendly & sustainable
production

Companywide Materiality

Employee health &
job satisfaction

●

Environmentally friendly & sustainable production

●

Employee health & job satisfaction

As a solid foundation for corporate activities, the two
Companywide Materiality themes provide a platform to support
the Toppan Group’s initiatives focused on the three Business
Materiality themes.
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Main Initiatives in Fiscal 2020
Environment

(sustainable global

Formulating TOPPAN Business Action for SDGs: Nine areas of focus

Business Materiality

environment)
Communities

(creation of safe,
secure, enriched
communities)

People

(empowerment and
fulfillment of body
and mind)

See Special Report 1
on pages 18-23

Formulating the Toppan Group Environmental Vision 2050
Toppan Group Environmental Vision 2050

Companywide Materiality

As a member of international society, the Toppan Group aims to enable “fulfilling, sustainable
Environmentally
friendly & sustainable
production

living” by contributing to decarbonization, resource circulation, and the optimal use of water
through forward-looking activities with consideration for preservation of the global environment.
①C
 ontributing to
Decarbonization
Aiming for virtually zero

Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas
emissions.

Employee health &
job satisfaction

②C
 ontributing to
Resource Circulation
Aiming for zero waste

emissions.

③O
 ptimal Water Use
Reducing water consumption

and contributing to improved
water quality by preventing

pollution.

See page 105
for details

Adopting Ways of Working Attuned to the “New Normal”
· Holding online training for new recruits
· Introducing flexible working arrangements
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· Opening “Atte,” a new-style workspace

See Special Report 2
on pages 24-27
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*Every indicator assured by an independent assurance provider is marked with an assurance stamp

.

Targets and Results in Addressing Companywide Materiality Issues

■ Environmentally Friendly & Sustainable Production
Toppan Group Medium-and-Long-Term Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction
Targets for Fiscal 2030
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Targets
Targeting Scope 1 and 2
Targeting Scope 3

See pages 105-106 for details

Fiscal 2020 Results

Reduce by 32.5% compared to the fiscal 2017 level

Reduced by 14.4% compared to the fiscal 2017 level

Reduce by 20% compared to the fiscal 2017 level

Reduced by 3.4% compared to the fiscal 2017 level

Medium-term Environmental Targets for Domestic Sites in Fiscal 2020

See pages 105 and 107 for details

Medium-term Environmental Targets

Fiscal 2020 Results

Reduce CO₂ emissions by 30% compared to the
fiscal 2008 level
(751 kt-CO₂ → 530 kt-CO₂: Reduce by 221 kt-CO₂)

Reduced by 32.4% compared to the fiscal 2008 level
(507 kt-CO₂: Reduced by 244 kt-CO₂)

Action for building a
recycling-oriented society

Reduce final landfill waste disposal by 95% compared
to the fiscal 2008 level
(1,584 t → 80 t: Reduce by 1,504 t)

Reduced by 96.8% compared to the fiscal 2008 level
(51 t: Reduced by 1,533 t)

Conservation of the
atmospheric environment

Reduce VOC emissions into the atmosphere by 70%
compared to the fiscal 2008 level
(7,326 t → 2,198 t: Reduce by 5,128 t)

Reduced by 66.1% compared to the fiscal 2008 level
(2,480 t: Reduced by 4,846 t)

Mitigation of global
warming

■ Employee Health & Job Satisfaction
Prevention of Serious Illness (Fiscal 2030 Targets)

See pages 42-43 for details

Fiscal 2030 Targets

Fiscal 2020 Results

Obesity risk

Employees

20.0％

27.8%

High blood pressure risk

8.0％

11.9%

Diabetes risk

8.0％

10.4%

Lipid risk

28.0％

32.2%

Medical examinations

Gynecological screening rate

75.0％

63.4％

Health checkups

Family health checkup rate

95.0％

79.1%

Risk of serious illness

Families

Support for Employees with Children (Fiscal 2030 Targets)
Targets for the “Hagukumi (nurturing) Program”

Fiscal 2020 Results

Hagukumi Art Salon

Participation rate: 45%

Hagukumi Seminar

Full attendance by managers

Hagukumi Circle

See page 54 for details

20.72％

Participation rate: 10%

5.61% of managers attended
3.52％

Elimination of Gender Disparities (Fiscal 2030 Targets)

See pages 54 and 56 for details

Fiscal 2030 Targets
Percentage of managers and supervisors by gender*1

Fiscal 2020 Results
Eliminate disparities in manager and
supervisor ratios by gender

Women: 55.0％
Men: 77.7％

Proportion of eligible male employees taking childcare leave*2

Proportion of eligible male employees taking
childcare leave: 80%

51.3％

10-year retention rate by gender*3

Eliminate disparity in the 10-year retention
rate by gender

Women: 58.9%
Men: 64.7%

*1 Percentages of employees working as managers and supervisors, out of all current employees who were recruited as regular hires from 2002 to 2011 (as of
March 31, 2021)
*2 Proportion of male employees taking childcare leave in fiscal 2020 among those with children born from April 2020 to March 2021
*3 Average 10-year retention rates by gender for regular hires from fiscal 2009 to fiscal 2011 (new graduates from technical colleges, universities, and graduate
schools)
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Stakeholder Engagement
Toppan values communication with stakeholders in its sustainability activities. Stakeholder opinions are a core guiding-factor in the
Group’s strategies to upgrade the activities.
Stake- Main Initiatives
holders

Stake- Main Initiatives
holders

Examples of Engagement

Customers

Creating
opportunities
to sound out
opinions on
products and
services

Protecting personal information through
strict information security management

Offering universal design (UD) products
and services; supporting client companies
in their work to improve the design of their
products and services from UD perspectives
Delivering everyday-life value through
Toppan online services for consumers;
continuously improving the services

Supporting the
arts and culture

Performing daily operations

Holding and participating in exhibitions
and seminars

Inviting customers to spaces where Toppan
products are displayed
Engaging in industry-academia-government
pilot projects, etc.
Driving open innovation programs

Advocating digital transformation using the
“Erhoeht-XTM ” service

Offering environmentally friendly products
and services
Nurturing
collaborative
innovation to
create social
value

Supplying
information
for solving
social issues
and promoting
policies
Ascertaining
opinions and
requests

Communities

Developing and
supplying safe,
secure products
and services

National and local
governments

Maintaining and improving the quality of
products and services under the guidance
of Japan-wide conferences of quality
assurance departments

Contributing
to culture
with help
from Toppan
resources
Conserving
community
environments
Popularizing
para-sports

Operating “PLAZA21,” a showroom for
presenting examples of social value creation
based on printing technology
Operating “NIPPON GALLERY TABIDO
MARUNOUCHI,” a tourism-themed
space for the collaborative revitalization of
regions throughout Japan as major travel
destinations

Supporting the
empowerment
of diverse
human assets*

Sharing wideranging
information
within the
Group

Arranging meetings and briefings for
institutional investors on the Group’s
financial performance

Issuing the Integrated Reports and Toppan
Story newsletters
Posting IR information on the Toppan
corporate website

Employees

Shareholders and investors

Briefing shareholders and investors on
financial results

Answering questionnaires from
environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) rating agencies

Business partners

Publishing the Toppan Group CSR
Procurement Guidelines and promoting
compliance by business partners

National and
local
governments

Operating the Printing Museum, Tokyo

Operating the Toppan Hall; holding the
Toppan Charity Concert series
Organizing off-site “Printing School”
workshops

Organizing the “Kanosei (potential) Art
Project” to support persons with illnesses and
disabilities
Regularly beautifying and cleaning up the
surroundings of operational sites
Organizing events to learn about
biodiversity

Organizing hands-on para-sports events;
delivering para-sports information via
Toppan’s SPORTRAIT website (in Japanese)

Implementing programs to pursue diversity
management, raise awareness of unconscious
biases, etc.
Adopting and supporting telecommuting
systems

Facilitating
labormanagement
partnership

Issuing CONVEX and CONVEX Online , inhouse Group newsletters
Surveying Group employees on wideranging topics

Convening a Toppan Group Human Resource
Development Committee and sharing
personnel development information across the
Group

Convening business councils on a
Companywide level and operational site level
Convening special committees to discuss
pertinent issues of the day
Holding labor-management events

Developing safety promotion systems (e.g.,
building an information-sharing network
linking Group sites throughout the world;
standardizing safety measures)

Setting up the Supplier Hotline as a portal
for receiving reports from business partners

Providing
information on
occupational
health and
safety;
implementing
measures
for mental
healthcare

Controlling chemical components of
products

Conducting surveys and holding workshops
on business continuity planning (BCP) for
business partners
Verifying the legality of lumber as a paper
material

Stimulating
communities

Setting up a portal for receiving and
handling inquiries

Sending out executive messages

Holding shareholder meetings

Preparing for
disasters

Organizing and participating in events to
present Toppan technologies, etc. to public
offices and municipalities

Operating systems for in-house staff
recruitment and employee selfdetermination on the career path

Operating “WAO,” a co-working space for
supporting open innovation

Providing fair
and equal
business
opportunities

Answering questionnaires and surveys
carried out by governments (e.g.,
government statistics)

Formulating a policy to promote diversity
and inclusion in the workplace; obtaining
commitments from top management

Operating “DX-GATE,” a co-creation venue
that allows visitors to experience a broad
range of social businesses

Promoting
sustainable
procurement

Holding lectures, etc. on the environment
and community design

Communicating Holding plant tours
with the
Welcoming community members to incommunity
house events

Operating “L・IF・E,” a showroom that
inspires visions of fulfilling lifestyles in the
future

Disclosing
information
on Toppan’s
financial
position;
briefing
shareholders
and investors
on the Group’s
business
activities and
plans

Examples of Engagement

Concluding basic sale and purchase
agreements with business partners

Conducting business partner surveys on
compliance in procurement operations by
Toppan personnel

Receiving
inquiries on
human rights,
etc.

Participating in anti-disaster and fire-safety
activities in the community
Supporting governments through business
operations

Operating Anzen Dojo safety training
facilities; delivering and sharing
information on dojo initiatives (e.g.,
conducting dojo tours with hazard
simulators at domestic and overseas sites;
organizing safety training; posting regular
newsletters on safety; etc.)
Carrying out stress checks

Setting up counseling services

Arranging a program to determine when
employees on mental healthcare leave can
return to work, as a safeguard to prevent the
recurrence of mental illnesses
Setting up the Toppan Group Helpline

*Toppan values its employees as precious “human assets.”

Participating in community festivals and
events
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